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TO USE!
READY

ENGAGING WAY TO LEARN
ABOUT VALENTINE’S DAY!

No prep and ready 
to assign

16 questions and 
answers written for you

Digital & printable
versions

Themed décor, photo 
props, and classroom slides 

4 unique decoders

VALENTINE’S DAY
ESCAPE ROOM



Students can work 
independently, with a 
partner, or in a group

Perfect for your class 
party!

Linked google slides™ 
and printable task cards

Ready to use questions and
multiple choice answers 
about friendship and 
Valentine’s Day.

Engaging escape room 
scenario

Use to learn and 
celebrate Valentine's 
Day and friendship!



Station covers and 
printable decoder pages

Black & white and 
colored versions

Task cards made for 
minimal cutting

Slides are linked and 
ready to use

VERSIONS INCLUDED
PRINTABLE & GOOGLE SLIDES™

PRINTABLE VERSION

2

GOOGLE SLIDES™

Google Forms™ used to 
check decoder’s answers

Students can use 
independently 

STATION
STATION
STATION
STATION



CLASSROOM SLIDES

PHOTO BOOTH PROPS

INCLUDEEXTRAS

ANSWER KEY

TEACHER DIRECTIONS

SWAG TAGS

SCENARIO SLIDES 



16 WRITTEN QUESTIONS 
AND MULTIPLE CHOICE ANSWERS

FRIENDSHIP
+ VALENTINE’S DAY

THEMED
QUESTIONS



4 DECODERS

4 unique 
decoders to 

challenge your 
students’ critical 

thinking skills!



Engaging escape 
room scenario

Printable 
student station 

pieces to 
reward 

students with 
once the 
correctly 

break out of a 
station!

Students collect a secret 
message in the google 
forms when they get a 

code correct!

ESCAPE
SCENARIO
INCLUDED!



DIGITAL FILES

Linked google slides ready 
for students to click and go!

Google forms used as a way to 
check student’s answers and their 

process of completing the decoder!



SLIDES, SWAG TAGS &
PHOTO BOOTH PROPS

Swag tags to reward 
students with!

Classroom slides to 
project while students 

are working!

Themed photo props 
to add to the fun!



CUSTOMIZABLE FILES 
+ TEACHER DIRECTIONS

Customizable pages 
included for student 
directions and more!

Directions for the 
teacher- answer 

key included!

Scenario slides that 
you can use to 

create an escape 
scenario!



CLICK BELOW TO SEE MORE
FEBRUARY RESOURCES!

BUNDLE
MEGA

20% OFF!

CLICK HERE!

http://bit.ly/febbundleTCM
http://bit.ly/febbundleTCM

